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About This Game

When Industrial Giant was originally released in 1997 the world was in financial chaos and shocking events that would ripple
down through history, the world of chess was shocked, and some would say this was the end of the game. Deep Blue chess-
playing computer defeated chess champion Garry Kasparov, Stock markets around the world crashed because of a global

economic crisis scare and Microsoft becomes the world’s most valuable company valued at $261 billion dollars.

So, it would seem when this game was launched onto the gaming market the world was in a financial flux and the markets were
in chaos, but could you do a better job?

In Industrial Giant you have to find a route to profit to prove your management skills in this resource management business
simulation. Experience the soaring heights and the shattering depths of being an industrial giant!

A factory, a store and some lorries – a simple beginning can be the start of an illustrious career! Build all types of factories, buy
your raw materials at a bargain and manufacture the products that will bring you fame and fortune. All you need now is the right

advertising strategy – and watch the tills in your newly opened stores fill up.

See what you can do in the toy and sports goods industry. Earn your money from jewelry and furniture. And be prepared for the
challenges of the computer age. The automobile and electronics industries will make demands on your organizational skills.

What is the competition up to? Are they starting to become a nuisance? Then by them out! If you have enough money, that’s it.
Or make your companies running more successful than others! So no one will be able to stop you on your path to success…

Industry Giant stands for simple and comfortable commands combined with a high degree of complexity – yet easy to
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understand.

Features:

Economic strategy simulation in real time

Infinite number of game worlds

All kinds of Industries and over 30 products

Up to three intelligent computer opponents

Lots of exciting careers and single missions
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Title: Industry Giant
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
QLOC
Publisher:
Toplitz Productions
Release Date: 20 Jun, 1997
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English,French,German
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Simple, hard, fast, fun. This game is absolutely brilliant and is the best "pure challenge" game I've ever played. Randomized
pattern distribution keeps things fresh and exciting, and encourages creative ways to navigate through levels, even if you've
already cleared them hundreds of times. The controls are rock solid. The sense of satisfaction you get with every incremental
improvement is just the best.

Buy this game. It is absolutely worth the 5 dollars.. After about an hour there is really nothing else to do. You go tough guards so
fast that even your population reaches a stand still. Not worth the price needs more con,tent.. This game is AMAZING so far
keep it up developers cause this game is FANTASTIC. PERFECT! PRIDE OF CHINESE GAMES.. i love this game so much
the creator worked three years on this and i actually got to meet him at a comicon he is really cool and i ould like to give him as
much support as i can and if you see this thanks for making it and i actualy record this on my youtube channel and plan to get
more videos out soon good luck on the game and please play it. This game gave me so many hours of fun, the level design was
amazing, the way everything worked was great, and I loved how sometimes I'd be so close to the next flag and I'd be shaking in
terror as I wondering if I was going to be able to throw myself correctly to grab onto the next rock or stick my climbing axe into
the next rock. Can't believe this game hasn't blown up, it's absolutely so much fun. I'd get sweaty, my lenses would get foggy but
I just kept going! All I'd think about would be sticking my axe into some ice, or having fun throwing myself into the void!
10\/10 one of my favorite VR games, if not, one of my favorite games ever.
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I keep getting these games in bundles and they seem like flak just to show there are more games in them. This is a pretty bad
game. First time through and a B-... its just a lot of the same. Same enemy, same background which is a black background, same
effects and lame music. Even if this was given to me for free id give it a No. Its cheap and boring.. If you are given the choice
of playing this game or being hit repeatedly in the head with a frying pan, request specificions of the frying pan and its wielder
before committing yourself to a decision. Fun time killing game.. I have waited so long for these skins (Slovakia) and finally
they are here. Sure the price may seem steep for only four skins, however if you are a true Slav now you can represent. Thank
you so much SCS.. Karrigan's chair is amazing.

10/10 ValveGN. Great time wasting game. Can't wait for full release.. always like kittens on the internet. can do nothing about it
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